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Dark matter: gravitational evidences
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Comprises majority of mass in Galaxies 
Missing mass on Galaxy Cluster scale 
(Zwicky (1937))

Large halos around Galaxies 
Rotation Curves 
Rubin+(1980)

Almost collisionless 
Bullet Cluster 
Clowe+(2006)

Non-Baryonic 
Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis, 
CMB Acoustic Oscillations 
WMAP(2010), Planck(2015)



A plethora of dark matter candidates
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• No Standard Model particle matches the known properties of dark matter
• Many candidate particles have been proposed. 
• The most popular candidate is a particle type that is weakly interacting, but much 

more massive than a neutrino (weakly interacting massive particle, or WIMP). 

Jan Conrad & Olaf 
Reimer Nature Physics 
13, 224–231 (2017)

Adapted from Kowalski+ 
(2008) 

https://www.nature.com/nphys


The WIMP ‘miracle’
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Freez-out mechanism



Dark matter searches
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Cosmic particles
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• Among all cosmic rays, secondaries are the most interesting for DM searches.
• In particular antiprotons, positrons, gamma rays and neutrinos are the most studied.
• Antinuclei are also considered because the DM production should exceed the 

secondary one at low energy.



Cosmic-ray and radiation experiments
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• Currently, there are precise experiments of 
cosmic ray and radiation.


• The future will be even more interesting! 



Gamma-ray map from dark matter annihilation
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Gamma rays from dark matter annihilation
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Gamma rays from dark matter annihilation
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(Prompt)



Gamma rays from dark matter annihilation
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Dark Matter density
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Iocco et al. 2019

Iocco et al. 2019

J.M. Gaskins 2016 



Standard picture for the gamma-ray sky
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Galactic IEM Point SourcesFermi Sky Isotropic
Fermi Bubbles
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Galactic interstellar emission
• The models usually used are divided into:

• Bremsstrahlung, π0, ICS, isotropic component, Sun/

Moon/Loop I and the Fermi bubbles.

• The residuals are roughly at the level of 20-25% of the 

data.

1-10 GeV Di Mauro M. 2021



The GeV Excess in the Galactic Center (GCE)
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• Bright and highly significant. 
• Spatially symmetric around the Galactic 

center: dN/dV ∝ r-2.5 —> compatible with a 
gNFW profile. 

• Energy spectrum peaked at a few GeV 
—> DM annihilating into a bottom-anti-
bottom (bb) MDM=40 GeV. 

• Annihilation cross section roughly equal 
to the thermal cross section is needed.

The GeV excess is thus perfectly compatible 
with DM in the halo of our Galaxy

Ajello et al. 2017

Hooper et al. 2009, 
2010, 2011

DM
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Uncertainties in the GCE flux

Ajello et al. 2017



Other interpretations for the GeV excess
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• Recent outbursts of CR protons or of CR leptons. 
• Hadronic scenario: γ-ray signal extended along the Galactic plane (Petrovic et al. 2014).  
• Leptonic outburst: correct spatial distribution but it requires at least two outbursts (Petrovic 

et al. 2014;  Carlson et al. 2014; Cholis et al. 2015a; Gaggero et al. 2015). 
• Additional population of supernova remnants near the GC (Gaggero et al. 2015; Carlson et 

al. 2016). 

Carlson et al. 2014
Petrovic et al. 2014

CR leptons
CR protons



Pulsar interpretation
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• Bartels et al. (2015) and Lee et al. (2015): population of unresolved sources distributed in 
the Galactic bulge of our Galaxy                  Pulsars in the Galactic bulge (Macias et al).  

• The spatial distribution, total γ-ray emission and energy spectrum of this unresolved emission 
of pulsars is compatible with the GeV excess. 

• A fraction of these faint sources should be detected with future Fermi-LAT catalogs (Bartels et 
al. 2015 and Hooper et al. 2014).

Bartels et al. 2015
Lee et al. 2015



Most recent papers
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• Leane et al. 2019 and Chang et al. 2019: the NPTF can misattribute to point 
sources or DM un-modeled point sources imperfection in the modeling of data.  

• Zhong et al. 2019 applied a wavelet method with 4FGL, and do not find any 
evidence of a faint population of un-modeled sources.  

• Buschmann et al. 2020: They use a state-of-the-art model IEM find that the 
NPTF results continue to favor the interpretation that the GCE excess is due, 
in part, to unresolved astrophysical point sources. 

• List et al. 2019: we find that the NN estimates for the flux fractions from the 
background templates are consistent with the NPTF; however, the GCE is 
almost entirely attributed to smooth emission. 

The situation is thus rather 
confusing and dark matter has 

recently gained interest.



Papers related to this talk
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PRD 103, 063029 (2021)

PRD 103, 123005 (2021) 

PRD 102, 103013 2020Paper I

Paper II

Paper III
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GCE Energy spectrumPaper II
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•There is no clear evidence of an energy 
variation of the spatial morphology. 

•The value of gamma is roughly 
1.2-1.3.

Paper II GCE spatial distribution
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•There is no clear evidence of an energy 
variation of the spatial morphology. 

•The value of gamma is roughly 
1.2-1.3.

Paper II GCE spatial distribution

CR e-
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Position and sphericity of the GCE

•POSITION 
•The position is peaked at 
around l=(-0.05,-0.15). 

•Very close to the dynamical 
position of the Galaxy 
(SagA).  

•SPHERICITY 
• I run the analysis with an 
elliptical morphology where I 
vary the ratio between the two 
axis (ratio) and the value of 
gamma. 

• I find that ratio = [0.8-1.20] 
and gamma=[1.1,1.2].

Paper II

Baseline SNR
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Characteristics of the GCE: Summary
Spectrum peaked at a few GeV

Centered in the GC

No energy dependence 
of spatial morphology.

gamma=1.25

Paper II

The GCE is approximatively 
spherically symmetric.



Dark matter density distribution
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MIN

MED

MAX

Salas et al. 2019 Rotation 
curve galaxy data

Paper III

Geometrical factor integrate in our ROI

vrotGCE



Theory for the gamma-ray flux from Dark matter
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Paper III

• We use a model that accounts for prompt and ICS 
emission from DM.

• The diffusion process has a much smaller effect that 
energy losses in the GC.

• The bremsstrahlung component is also negligible.



Fitting the GCE data with one channel (BR=1)
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Calore et al. 2015

Linden et al. 2014

MIN
MED

MAX

Paper III

Thermal CS



Fitting the GCE data with two channels
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Paper III



Milky Way dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies
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Paper III

• dSphs are among the most promising targets for the indirect search of DM with γ-rays.
• Mass-to- luminosity ratio of the order of 100 − 1000. 
• They have an environment with predicted low astrophysical background

Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2013



Combined analysis for dSphs
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• We perform a combined analysis of 48 dSphs (Pace and Strigari 2018). 

• We also test the sample from Albert et al. 2017. 

• The pipeline we use is the one employed in previous Fermi-LAT papers. 

• There is no significant emission in the stacked sample.

Paper III



dSphs vs GCE
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Preliminary

Paper III



Cosmic-ray antiprotons
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Paper III

Diffusion ReaccelerationEnergy losses

Energy losses Secondary Primary

Annihilation rate

L vertical size of the diffusive halo



Antiprotons vs GCE
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Paper III

• We use the same analysis as in 
Reinert and Winkler 2018. 

• A combined fit to AMS-02 and 
Voyager p, AMS-02 and Pamela 
anti-p, AMS-02 B/C is performed.

• δ = 0.459
• L = 4 kpc (fixed)
• K0 = 0.042 kpc2/Myr
• K0/L should stay fixed

• Fisk potential I use phi = 0.72 GV



Antiprotons vs GCE
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Paper III

• We use the same analysis as in 
Reinert and Winkler 2018. 

• A combined fit to AMS-02 and 
Voyager p, AMS-02 and Pamela 
anti-p, AMS-02 B/C is performed.

• The addition of best-fit DM for the GCE 
with bottom channel worsens the fit with 
a delta chi-square of 44 (6σ worsening).

• We have used L=3kpc.



Antiprotons vs GCE
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Paper III

• GCE DM candidates with purely hadronic final states compatible with ULs only 
for L < 1.8 kpc. 

• This constraints on L are relaxed for semi-hadronic final states with L ≤ 2.6 kpc, 
respectively. 

• ULs on L are 2-3σ below results obtained with latest radioactive CR data. 



Cosmic-ray Positrons
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Paper III

Optimistic: 
background=LP+PLE

Conservative: 
background=Secondary

• Low-energy positrons are primarily of secondary origin.

•Positrons above 10 GeV probably come from pulsar 

wind nebulae.

•We assumed a conservative and an optimist approach.



Positrons vs GCE
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Paper III

• The conservative upper limits are all compatible with the GCE.

• Instead, the optimistic ones are compatible for the bb, and mixed channels with 

muons and tau leptons.

• The channels with electrons are below the GCE DM candidates cross sections.

Conservative Optimistic



Conclusions
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• The GCE has all the right characteristics to be due to annihilating DM particles.  
• ULs from dSphs are compatible with the GCE candidates.

• ULs from antiprotons put tight constraints on purely hadronic final state DM.

• ULs from positrons put severe constraints on DM annihilating, even partially, into electrons.



Future works
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• Further study about the pulsar contribution.

• Several of these pulsars in the Galactic bulge should be probably already 

detected by Fermi-LAT.

• The Galactic bulge population does not have a perfect spherical symmetry.


• Study the GCE and CRs upper limits in the contest of Beyond Standard Model 
theories.


• Improve the Galactic interstellar emission model and use latest Fermi-LAT 
catalogs to improve even more the measurements for the GCE.

STAY TUNED….
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